
Progressing through Ninja School is both mentally and physically challenging. There are six belts: white, yellow, 
orange, red, green and grey each representing successive stages of achievement. To progress from one stage 

to the next the Ninja must earn four stripes. 

Air

Earth 

Water 

Fire 

Mental Attributes: Focus, Teamwork, Respect & Determination.

Brazilian Jiujitsu: A grappling-based martial art where the 
central theme is the skill of controlling a resisting opponent. 

Shuriken Training: We teach shuriken as a practise to foster the 
development of attention skills, hand-eye coordination & concentration 
power!

Athleticism / Striking: The first three belts focus on a 
progression of physical conditioning. The last three belts 
focus on striking ability.

STRIPES

Each stripe represents an attribute or a mix of attributes that must be developed in order to 
reach the next grade.

ELEMENTS OVERVIEW

NINJA GRADING GUIDE



Beginner Level

Ninja School for many students can be the first experience of martial arts they’ve encountered. At the Beginner 
stage our teaching focus is on creating a safe, social environment where students can: build a primary 

framework of martial arts terminology, positioning and grip making. Develop their physical conditioning to a 
basic level. Learn to throw shuriken & play their first shuriken battle. Are introduced to what we call 

 ‘The Ninja Way’.

Air: 
Learning to tie their belt the Ninja School way.

Earth: 
Naming & demonstrating four Jiujitsu Positions 

Winning Positions: Mount & Back Mount.
‘Control’ Positions: Side Control & Closed Guard. 

Water:
 Hitting 7 out of 10 shuriken thrown at a target 2m away 

(dominant hand).
Fire: 

5 unaided push-ups & sit-ups

Air: 
Recognising the other students in the room as equals who 

are on their own ‘Ninja Journeys’
Earth: 

Showing a clear understanding during sparing on the 
differences between playing guard (bottom) and passing 

guard (top). 
Water:

Hitting 7 out of 10 shuriken thrown at a target 3m away 
(dominant hand), 2m away (non-dominant hand).

Fire: 
Crocodile Walks 8m

Shrimps 8m



q

Intermediate Level

Air: 
Good Behaviour, Respect, Kindness, Increased 

Concentration & Focus, Attitude Development, etc. 
Earth: 

Applying sweeps or passes on opponents with technique. 
The development of guard passing or playing guard that 

lets them compete with Intermediate students.
Water:

Hitting 7 out of 10 shuriken thrown at a target 4m away 
(dominant hand), 3m away (non-dominant hand).

Fire: 
Cartwheels 8m

10 Dimond Push-ups  

Air: 
Good Behaviour, Respect, Kindness, Increased 

Concentration & Focus, Attitude Development, etc. 
Earth: 

The development of a balanced ‘game’ - being able to play 
guard & pass guard with competence during sparing. 

Water:
Hitting 7 out of 10 shuriken thrown at a target 4m away 

(dominant hand), 4m away (non-dominant hand).
Fire: 

Striking Basics - In Stance & Guard Up at all times; 
showing a clear understand of basic punches, being able to 

throw a well co-ordinated round house kick.

During the Intermediate Level Ninja Schools students are introduced to new Brazilian Jiujitsu techniques & 
simple concepts expanding their framework. The grading now focuses on the application  of their knowledge 

on resisting opponents. Will complete the Ninja School conditioning syllabus and move on to their first 
grading for Striking. Develop their shuriken skills and learn the mindfulness philosophies behind the water 
stripe. Take their first steps as official role models of the Nina School, applying 'The Ninja Way' into their 

interactions with fellow students and learning attitudes.



Advanced Level

There are a couple of changes straight away at the Advanced Level. First, both the ‘Earth Stripe’ and the ‘Fire 
Stripe’ are awarded in ‘Half-Stripes’ to add more depth to the syllabus while helping us give clear feedback to the 

students. The second change is the addition of a third winning position, the ‘Triangle Choke’, and the first technical 
submission into their Grappling Framework. 

The Advanced Level in many ways symbolises The Ninja Way. Along the Ninja School journey we want to inspire 
our students to seek-out knowledge & the ability and confidence to apply it when needed. To have the fortitude to 
not give up when things get tough and to discover what purpose and meaning means to them. For us as teachers 

these are the important lessons we hope the Ninja Journey provides for our students.

Once completed we also hope to have created a competent young Martial Artist who is capable of walking into any 
dojo having a great attitude, and the tools necessary to learn with a cool head and a focused mind. To have the 
physical ability required for learning. And to have an overview of grappling and striking principles they can build 

upon as they continue their journey… 

Air: 
Demonstrating the ability to concentrate during the 
technical periods of the lesson, self-confidence in 

overcoming challenges and positive attitude towards 
themselves and others.

Earth: 
1/2 The development of a more complex guard system that 

can deal with both kneeling and standing opponents. 
1/2 The further development of more complex guard 

passing sequences.
Water:

Knocking over  52l water bottles with 10 shuriken 3m away 
(dominant hand).

Fire: 
1/2 The addition of throwing well co-ordinated switch-kicks 

into their striking arsenal. 
1/2  Developing flow between punches (linking punches 

together to form combinations).

Air: 
Become a Ninja School  Ambassador by helping run Ninja 
Cubs classes alongside the Ninja Instructors. Setting and 
example to the next generation of Ninja School Students.

Earth: 
1/2  A technical and effective guard system with the use of 

the ‘triangle choke’.
1/2  A technical understanding of what makes an effective 

guard pass and the development of their own passing 
system.
Water:

Knocking over  52l water bottles with 10 shuriken 3m away 
(non-dominant hand).

Passing the Ninja School standard in ‘shuriken battles’
Fire: 

1/2  Developing flow between punches and kicks. 
1/2  Displaying lateral movement in-time during their 

striking combinations.


